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compelled to choose between these two, it should force the choice in favor of the public interest. The
choice may be to do nothing, as TURN suggests, or it may be to change the state's market rules as NGPL
maintains. The state of the record thus leaves little basis for rejecting the Commission's judgment that
NGPL's complaint was not meritorious. 2. The Commission's Characterization of NGPL's Attack on the
Phase II Design and Cost Issues NGPL suggests that the Commission has misunderstood the arguments it
made on the merits of the design and cost issues in the FERC filing. The Commission characterizes these
arguments as "essentially" being that the interim relief NGPL seeks is reasonable and fair, even if the
issues are not. We agree with NGPL that the point of the Commission's characterizations does not reflect
the true nature of NGPL's position. Rather, the point of the characterizations is to avoid a full-blown
discussion of the merits of the issues, which NGPL has declined to do. As we have noted, NGPL does
argue that an alternative arrangement is reasonable and that the settlement is the preferable form of
interim relief. 3. The Commission's Characterization of the RTO Beneficiary Issue The Commission
characterizes NGPL's argument that NGPL should receive a larger share of the ownership interests in an
RTO than a general market entrant such as Texas Utilities as one based on "cost-of-service
considerations," and discounts it as "meritless." It also says that NGPL "agrees that its share should be a
pro-rata interest... rather than the majority-of-across-the-board approach... adopted by several RTOs."
These characterizations are perfectly correct. NGPL therefore disagrees with the Commission's view that
the position is
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